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Abstract: This study presents experimental research on the wave forces affecting cylindrical legs on offshore 

platforms. The aim was to determine pressure distributions and deformations in the surface properties of altered 

cylinders by applying a hydrophobic coating. The results show that the hydrophobic coating increases the angle 

at which water droplets hit the surface, reducing water adhesion. The study used wave loads of 9 cm amplitude 

and 0.7 Hz frequency, three pressure sensors, and a strain gauge to measure pressure distributions and surface 

deformations. Findings show that the pressure response for hydrophobic surfaces varied based on the sensor's 

location, with a decrease in maximum pressure or impact time. Strain measurements for hydrophobic surfaces 

were 15% higher than for uncoated surfaces due to structural deformation caused by surface property changes. 

Additionally, hydrophobic cylinders experienced a water rise of at least 1.5 cm compared to uncoated cylinders 

due to pressure distribution on the hydrophobic surface. The findings suggest that surface modifications, such 

as hydrophobic coatings, can significantly impact the response of cylindrical structures to wave forces, 

providing valuable information for offshore platform design and maintenance. Image processing supports this 

observation, which indicates the variation in the size of the water body to which the surface is exposed.  

 

Keywords: Wave forces, vertical cylinder, hydrophobic surface, structural deformation 

 

1. Introduction 

 

In the world of science and engineering, peculiarly in marine and ocean engineering, waves play a 

paramount factor in the operation and design of offshore structures. Wave occurrences are generated 

when water surfaces are disturbed by the wind, as waves travel as swells or ridges. The wind is the 

prime aspect of the eventual formation of waves in the sea, depending on the sea wave size and the 

speed of the wind. The friction produced by the blown-up wind towards the sea's water surfaces 

causes energy transfer from one point to another through the water as a transfer medium. Thus, waves 

have more force and energy when the wind speed is higher. The molecules of the seawater waves 

move in an orbital motion in the deep sea, while in shallow water, the movement is linearly toward 

the shore [1]. 

 

The stationary or moving structure is affected by wave impact loads during collisions, which can have 

a large repercussion on the structure's surface. Wave impact loads always exert enormous forces upon 

offshore structures, particularly those with cylindrical-shaped legs [2]. Consequently, numerous 

numerical and experimental studies have been conducted from the past to the present time to 

understand wave impact loads. Likewise in 1929, Von Karman's study on seaplane landing involved 

the validation of a cylindrically shaped solid, which was assumed to be a flattened object with a flat-

water surface to facilitate the understanding of hydrodynamic forces acting on cylindrical structures 

[2,3]. This assumption provided a foundation for further research on the topic, enabling a deeper 

understanding of the hydrodynamic forces that impact cylindrical structures. Wagner (1932) 
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expanded upon the approach introduced by Von Karman and utilized local jet analysis to address the 

wedge-entry problem. This method allowed for a more detailed analysis of the hydrodynamic forces 

impacting cylindrical structures, thus contributing to a deeper understanding of wave impact loads 

[4]. 

 

Over the past and in recent years, investigations of diverse approaches have been carried out through 

various theories, experiments, and numerical studies that induce impact loads on offshore structures 

caused by breaking waves. Among these structures, wind turbine offshore structures stand out due to 

their narrow and long leg members extending from the free surface, with mass concentrated at the 

pinnacle of the structure [2,5]. Because of the slender and flexible nature of the leg members, these 

structures are more susceptible to wave and wind loads, which can result in significant structural 

damage or even collapse. As a result, it is crucial to assess the impact of these forces and design 

offshore structures to withstand them. To this end, numerous numerical and experimental studies have 

been conducted to evaluate the effects of wave and wind loads on offshore structures, and various 

design solutions have been proposed to enhance their resilience[5]. 

 

The investigation by Chella et al. [5] into offshore structures, particularly offshore wind turbines, 

focused on improving the design of the present approach described in their study prior to the one 

published in 2012. As the occurrence of waves is an area of interest, when traveling from one place 

to another there is an amount of energy onto these waves that lead to the maximal wave loads on any 

moving surface or stationary one [6]. 

 

Smith et al., in their study, were much more interested in the ability of the body surface structure to 

endure the maximal wave loads when exposed to them. These impact forces tend to bring about the 

body structural deformations and eventually collapse, drastically the loss of momentum to the moving 

structures hence more time for the ship navigation to complete the voyage and ineffective cost since 

more fuel is used. Most often, they are located in free-flight constructions arranged in a line from 

lifeboat launching to various digging plans. The impact of fast-moving vessels, such as pontoons and 

sailboats, as well as fixed structures like offshore rigs, wind turbines, and other similar objects on the 

surface of waves, cannot be ignored because it reduces structural integrity in one way or another. [2].  

Additionally, wave impact stresses that cause wet deck slamming on offshore structures and wave 

breaking on cylindrical solid structures have significant influences [7]. Von Karman and Wagner’s 

theories were improved to estimate the wave impact loads on the offshore structure under the 

assumptions of the inviscid flow of fluid, incompressible fluid, and disregarding gravity [2,7].  

 

Other studies, such as Xu et al., investigate the hydrodynamic forces and resilience on net panels 

under repeatedly extreme wave conditions using model tests in a wave flume. The study found that 

the net string forces were strongly influenced by wave height, wave period, and net panel orientation, 

and the net string forces were dependent on the steadiness and Keulegan-Carpenter number (KC) of 

the net strings as was in the material of the net. A mathematical model was developed using a 

dimensional analysis approach and validated by comparing the predicted forces with the experimental 

data. The study provides valuable insights into the behavior of net panels in extreme waves and could 

have practical applications for designing and operating offshore structures [8]. It is vital to understand 

that the hydrodynamic loads can be adequate to affect the response of structures over the threshold 

limit, which is known as the hydro-elastic effect [9]. It eventually occurs with wind turbine 

foundations as well as other high coastal/marine structures, which is a fairly typical occurrence in 

maritime and coastal engineering. For instance, [10] discovered that even gently sloping waves can 

cause wind turbine foundations in shallow seas to vibrate significantly and eventually may cause 

deformations. 

 

Liu et al. performed numerical simulations to investigate the wave impact on a fixed jacket platform. 

They used the smooth particle hydrodynamics method to simulate the wave-structure interaction. The 
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results showed that the wave impact caused stresses and significant structural deformations on the 

platform [11]. Shi et al. conducted an experimental study to investigate the hydrodynamic 

performance of a heaving buoy assembled on a net cage platform. They measured the platform's 

motions under various wave conditions and analysed the dynamic responses of the structure. The 

results showed that the movement of the entire system was affected by the hydrodynamic forces [12]. 

Huang et al. computational fluid dynamics (CFD) study that aimed to investigate the hydrodynamic 

performance of a semi-submersible structure, the Wind turbine platform, under different wave 

conditions. They studied the motions and strains of the platform under various wave conditions and 

analysed the system's dynamic responses. The results showed that as the wave height and period rose, 

so did the platform's motions and strains [13]. 

 

In another investigation, Chen et al. assessed the impact of a porous wall on wave impacts on a vertical 

wall. They discovered that the deployment of this wall lowered the wave impact load and energy 

dissipation on the wall. The wall significantly reduced turbulence intensity and altered the flow 

pattern, indicating that such a design can help minimize wave impacts on coastal structures [14]. Also, 

another study by Korkmaz et al. examined the impact of curtain-type barriers versus no barriers on 

the sloshing loads in a tank. The curtains can significantly modify the movement of fluid mass and 

reduce wave impact loads on tank side walls. The findings imply that these improvements in structural 

surfaces can be advantageous for enhancing navigational safety and mitigating structural damage to 

tanks [15]. 

 

Furthermore, the usage of innovative materials in offshore constructions has been investigated as a 

technique for lowering wave impact loads. For example, Saadatmanesh et al. describe a study using 

Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) composites to strengthen concrete beams under impact loading 

conditions. Although their research does not directly address the usage of FRP composites in offshore 

structures, it provides an understanding of their exceptional strength and stiffness, which are crucial 

factors in their potential to minimize wave impact forces on offshore structures. Their study shows 

that using FRP composites can significantly increase the load-carrying capacity and ductility of the 

concrete beams under impact-loading conditions. The results also demonstrate the importance of 

considering the behavior of FRP composites under impact-loading conditions when designing and 

constructing structures susceptible to wave impacts, such as offshore structures [16]. The study of 

ÇeltinKarakaya and Ekşi suggests that the design and material of the core in structures can 

substantially affect their deformation behavior under loading. The structured surface may exhibit 

strong solid surface characteristics simply by changing the shape and materials used. This discovery 

implies that altering the structure surface and shape of offshore structures can also lessen wave impact 

loads and enhance their general performance[17]. In another study by EyüpYeter and Doğru proposes 

a significant decrease in wave impact loads on structure surfaces by utilizing creative solutions, such 

as composite materials with excellent impact resistance. By understanding the mechanical behaviors 

of these materials under impact loads, cost-efficient alternatives can be designed and implemented 

for safer offshore operations[18]. 

 

Wave impact loads supply a substantial problem to offshore structures because they can cause 

structural damage, lower performance, and environmental issues. The works covered in this paper 

illustrate several ways to minimize wave impact loads, such as altering the surface characteristics of 

offshore structures, employing innovative materials, and enhancing the design and shape of offshore 

structures. These methods can mitigate the effect of wave stresses on offshore constructions, resulting 

in higher safety, lower maintenance costs, and better environmental protection. 

 

The relationship between wave impact loads acting on maritime constructions and solid surface 

features is well-recognized. Although hydrophobic material has the potential to enhance the elastic-

plastic properties of solid surfaces, previous studies have not been successful. Hydrophobic material 

increases the contact angle between water and a solid surface, thereby making it more likely for the 
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hydrophobic surface to exhibit elasticity characteristics when interacting with water compared to 

hydrophilic surfaces. The main objective of this work is to comprehend how modifying the surface 

properties of offshore structures can reduce the effect of the occurrence of the impact of wave loads 

on them. The paper provides a clear understanding and demonstrates how wave impact loads on 

cylinders respond differently when one of the cylinder models is coated with a hydrophobic material 

to alter its surface properties. 

 

1.1. Hydrophobicity Effect 

 

A water droplet produces a spherical pellet shape when deposited on a hydrophobic surface, such as 

a lotus leaf, attributable to the surface's non-polarity and reluctance to dissolve with water. This 

phenomenon is known as the "lotus effect," it was initially discussed in 1997 by Barthlott and 

Neinhuis [19]. The lotus effect is caused by the surface's hierarchical micro and nanostructure, which 

forces water droplets to minimize interaction with the surface thus forming a spherical morphology. 

Hydrophobic surfaces have low surface energy and are often employed in self-cleaning and anti-

fouling applications because they resist water and keep pollutants from adhering to the surface [20]. 

In the event of wave impact, the surface's wetting characteristics of hydrophobic materials affect how 

water interacts with the structure under impact loads [21]. The hydrophobic materials tend to repel 

water, so water droplets rest on top of air bubbles instead of touching the surface, which means the 

contact area is small, reducing friction and allowing the droplets to glide easier when there is a 

minimal contact area. Hydrophobic materials use surface irregularities to contain air at the bottom of 

the droplet, which, when combined with the structure's surface, creates contact angles greater than 

90° as seen in Figure 1(a). 

 

Therefore, the less surface area a water droplet has in contact with solid objects, the more freedom it 

has to glide. Due to the water droplet lying on top of the airspace on top of the structure's surface, 

waves traveling toward the solid surface will produce contact angles greater than 90°. The result of 

slippage caused by the greater contact angle minimizes the drag coefficient in the turbulent and 

laminar flow due to the hydrophobic effects. Hence the droplet will be free to move without 

encountering drag resistance [22]. These types of formations are said to be hydrophobic as can be 

seen in Figure 1(a).  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram for Surfaces under water drops (a)Hydrophobic Effect, and (b) 

Hydrophilic. 

 

Hydrophilic surfaces, on the other hand, such as glass or metals, have a high surface energy and 

interact aggressively with polar water molecules. When a water droplet is deposited on a hydrophilic 

surface, the surface tension of the water and the attraction interactions between the water molecules 

and the surface cause it to spread out and soak the surface [23]. Hydrophilic refers to a surface that 
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causes water droplets to have a flat base and a sizable contact area. Also, hydrophilic surfaces have a 

high affinity for water, creating a flat base and a larger contact area, which prevents the formation of 

gas bubbles at the bottom of the water droplet, resulting in friction between the droplet and the 

surface. Since gas bubbles are unstrapped on the bottom of the water droplet, hydrophobic materials 

do not allow fluid to pass through the surface, thus preventing friction between the water droplet and 

the [24]. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 1(b). Hydrophilic surfaces are important in many 

applications, including wetting and adhesion, catalysis, and biomedical devices [25]. 

 

1.2. Mathematical Formulation 

 

In comparison to the wave duration with significant amplification, the impact on the structure occurs 

over an abbreviated time. The structure and wave impact point are indicated by the darkened region 

in Figure 2. The maximum value is for plunging waves, that are determined experimentally to have a 

curling ratio of 0.5, whereby Hb represents wave height, ηb is surface elevation, R is the cylinder's 

radius, C is wave celerity approaching the cylinder, and 𝝀 is a curling  factor that relies on the form 

of waves [23,24]. SWL means Still Water Level. 

 

C

Impact 

Area

 .ηb

R

ηb

Hb

SWL

 
Figure 2. Definition Sketch [28]. 

 

These forces are the result of the front wave's severe interactions with the structure. At first, the line 

force is greatest when time, t, equals 0 [28].The following equation yields the line force.  

 

    𝑓 = 2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑅 ∙ 𝐶2                (1) 

 

Throughout wave impacts, the time limit of the impact is an important consideration because the 

structure is subjected to a strikingly large compressive force magnitude in an instant. The following 

equation provides the impact's period. 

                     𝑇 =
13

32
∙

𝑅

𝐶
                 (2) 

 

Based on the surface features of a similar structure, the impact focuses at one location before 

dispersing over the surface. The normal impact force F is described in equation 3 as follows for more 

components [23,25]. 

 

𝐹 = 𝜆 ∙ 𝜂𝑏 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑅 ∙ 𝐶2 ∙ (2 ∙ 𝜋 − 2 ∙ √
𝐶

𝑅
∙ 𝑡 ∙ 𝐴𝑟tanh √1 −

1

4
∙

𝐶

𝑅
∙ 𝑡)                (3) 

𝑓𝑜𝑟     0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤
1

8
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𝑅

𝐶
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2. Experimental Setup 
 

In the Laboratory of Hydraulics and Coastal Engineering of the Civil Engineering Department at 

Yildiz Technical University, the tests were conducted in the wave flume. In Figure 3., the 

experiment's setup is depicted. The flume has dimensions of 20 m in length by 1 m in breadth and 1 

m shallow. An irregular/regular wavemaker with a range of frequency values and amplitudes was 

connected to the end of the canal, and the HR Wave Dataset program was used to collect and analyze 

the data. Using the wavemaker shown in Figure. 3, random and sinusoidal waves were produced. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Photographs of experimental setup. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. A view of cylinder model and other equipment. 

 

2.1. Materials and Cylinder Models 

 

A LED light was used to illuminate the striking region, and the level of water in the canal was set at 

0.5 m to pinpoint the increase in wave amplitude from the designated amplitude and frequency. The 

cylinder is placed 10 meters from the wavemaker in the center of the flume. 

 

An aluminium clamp was used to attach the cylinder to the flume's rail shown in Figure 4 at its top. 

The experiment aimed to investigate the motion of cylindrical solid objects floating in offshore 

settings by simulating them in a small-scale wave flume. The study showed that a mass moored with 

tension leg mooring wires maintains its motion during a wave period unless there is a change [29]. 

To prevent any movements and instabilities of the structure that could coincide with the collected 

readings and avoid maximum loads, a hefty 20 kg iron was employed to hold the cylinder at the 

bottom, ensuring wave dynamics were not affected. 
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In order to study the impact of surface characteristics on wave stresses, two cylinders were chosen to 

compare the effects of hydrophobic and hydrophilic materials on their surfaces. The study focused 

on cylindrical structures as they are the most commonly used offshore structures. The cylinders were 

subjected to a wave with an amplitude of 9 cm and a frequency of 0.7 Hz. The malleable Polyvinyl 

Chloride (uPVC) cylinders were given a smooth texture by painting them with acrylic paint. In 

addition, one of the cylinders was sprayed with hydrophobic coating manufactured by WetProof Inc. 

Although the coating caused an increase in surface contact angle, there were no notable changes in 

the geometry or mass of the cylinder surfaces. The same procedure was applied to the study by [30] 

in investigating the water entry of bodies with constant deadrise angles under hydrophobic effects. 

Their findings suggest that hydrophobic coatings can significantly reduce the drag coefficient of 

objects under wave impact, leading to increased slippage and reduced resistance without changing 

the body mass of the geometry. These results support the notion that hydrophobic coatings can 

improve the performance of structures in the water, as seen in the case of the hydrophobic-coated 

cylinder in our experiment [30]. 

 

Table 1. The details of each cylinder. 

 

Cylinder Designs Hydrophobic Coated Uncoated (Hydrophilic) 

Materials Hydrophobic Polyvinyl chloride pipe (uPVC) 

Diameter 11 cm 11 cm 

 

We divided the study into two sections and took pressure measurements on three points on the 

cylinder surface where wave loads conflicted in the first section. In the second section, we used strain 

gauges to measure the surface elasticity of the structure during wave impact. 

 

We used a wavemaker to generate waves with varying frequencies and amplitudes, and we selected 

a wave amplitude of 9 cm and a frequency of 0.7 Hz for our study. We conducted experiments on 

cylindrical structures with hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. We installed pressure sensors and 

a strain gauge on the cylinders to measure the impact of the waves. 

 

For the pressure measurement, we installed three SHLLJ PCM300D pressure sensors on the wave-

facing end of the cylinder surface at 5 cm intervals. The first sensor, P1, was placed 2 cm above the 

water surface in the center of the cylinder surface. P2 was placed 5 cm above P1 at a height of 7 cm, 

and P3 was placed at 12 cm above the water surface. These sensors have a maximum load of 0.4 bar, 

a response time of 20 s (50 kHz), a diaphragm radius of 1.75 mm, and a sensor accuracy of 0.5%. For 

strain measurement, we installed a Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co. Ltd.-produced Type WFLA-6-11-3L 

strain sensor on the inside of the cylinder surfaces, close to the water surface. We exposed the 

cylindrical structures to waves with a 9 cm amplitude and 0.7 Hz frequency and collected sensor data 

for signal analysis. We also obtained videos of the experiments for further processing. We analyzed 

fluctuations in pressure measurements whenever the surface properties of the cylinders changed. The 

strain gauge measured the cylinders' deformability and calculated their maximum elastic properties 

and the mechanical stimulation caused by wave impact loads. We analyzed the impact of wave 

stresses based on the positioning of each pressure sensor close to the water surface and the cylinders' 

distortion due to these wave loads. Our analysis allowed us to examine the surface properties of the 

cylindrical structures. 

 

Examining the results obtained from the hydrophilic cylinder in Figure 5, it is apparent that each 

sensor has three peaks that are close to each other and have negligible differences in pressure. 

Furthermore, the P1 peaks had the highest-pressure values, P2 had intermediate values, and P3 had 

the lowest pressure. These observations validate the certainty of the experiment since the results are 

consistent and reproducible. 
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Nevertheless, it is crucial to acknowledge potential sources of uncertainty that could impact the 

experiment's outcome. Firstly, the measurement uncertainty of the pressure sensors could have 

affected the overall results and introduced unreliabilities. Secondly, inaccurate positioning of the 

pressure sensors could have also resulted in faulty readings and introduced unreliabilities. 

 

Furthermore, environmental conditions such as wave height, frequency, and direction may change 

during the experiment, resulting in unpredictability in the results. The experiments should be carried 

out under controlled environmental circumstances to reduce this source of uncertainty. 
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Figure 5. Uncertainty analysis of the experiment with pressure sensors. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

In the phenomenon of the wave loads impacting the offshore structure usually, a few scenarios may 

occur accordingly such as vibration, failure of the structure member, noise to the sea environment, 

and immediate loss of momentum to the moving structures. The abovementioned outcomes can have 

substantial economic and environmental repercussions, emphasizing the significance of adequate 

maintenance and management techniques for marine infrastructure. As a result, developing 

innovative and sustainable solutions to these difficulties and ensuring the safe and effective operation 

of maritime infrastructure is critical. The study investigated the impact of waves on offshore 

structures, using an experiment conducted at a wave height of 9 cm and a frequency of 0.7 Hz. Data 

were collected using pressure sensors and strain gauges. Local pressure measurements were taken at 

three specific locations above sea level (SWL), while global surface measurements were used to 

compare the elasticity of the cylinder's surfaces. The study aimed to understand how waves affect 

offshore structures and their surfaces, which can help to design safer and more durable offshore 

structures. 

 

3.1. Local Pressure Points and Amplitude Increment 
 

The three sensors placed on the surfaces of the cylinders recorded pressure peaks and water surface 
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elevation during impact time. The videos recorded were processed to show that the amplitude rise 

was higher in the case of hydrophobic surfaces than in the case of hydrophilic surfaces. 

 

Figure 6 presents the processed images from the videos for both cases of cylinders with different time 

steps of five snapshots labeled as (a1-a5) and (b1-b5), respectively. The figure shows the impact time 

for each image and the water surface elevation during wave impact on the cylinders. The water surface 

elevation (amplitude rise) is higher in the case of hydrophobic surfaces than in the case of hydrophilic 

surfaces. Thus, the water pressure distribution is higher in the hydrophobic cylinder. 

 

During the impact of the uncoated cylinder in a time step of 1.58 s, the rise of the wave amplitude 

increased along the surface to a higher elevation by 6.25 cm, as shown in Figure 6(a1). In contrast, 

the amplitude rise along the surface of the hydrophobic surface increased to a higher elevation of 9.4 

cm at the impact peak time of 1.65 s, as shown in Figure 6(b1). The pressure distribution seems to 

differ between the two cases where the hydrophobic coated surface tends to have more climb up. 

 

Figure 6(a2) shows the impact at the time step of 1.717 s with just a 7.9 cm wave amplitude rise in 

elevation along the cylinder’s surface. In contrast, for the hydrophobic case in part (b2), the amplitude 

increment was more by 11.5 cm at the time of 1.65 s. The rise of the amplitudes for both uncoated 

and coated cases concerning their time step during the impact is 6.24 cm at 1.892 s and 10.4 cm at 

1.828 s, respectively, as shown in Figure 6(a3) and (b3). 
 

At the noted time of a peak impact of 1.999 s, the amplitude rise toward the surface elevation 

increased by 10.2 cm for the hydrophobic surface, as shown in Figure 6(b4), whereas for the uncoated 

surface, the impact occurred at the time step of 2.064 s with an increased height of 8 cm, as shown in 

Figure 6(a4). In Figure 6(a5) and (b5), the increase in wave amplitude height was 8 cm during the peak 

impact time of 2.233 s and 13 cm during the peak impact time of 2.168 s. 
 

For the hydrophobic coated surfaces cylinder, the wave amplitude rise toward the surface elevation 

of the cylinder is higher than that of the hydrophilic surfaces. Hence, these two cases exhibit 

differences in their surface characteristics, therefore, behave differently during wave impacts, with 

the pressure distribution along the surface of the cylinders being influenced by their respective 

properties. he three installed pressure sensors measured the focal points, and the pressure distribution 

was present along the surfaces. Hence, the maxima impact cannot be on a single locality but instead 

distributed along the surface. This effect is seen more in the hydrophobic coated cylinder than the 

uncoated cylinder because of its remarkable repellent surface characteristics. The hydrophobic 

coating caused water to rise of at least 1.5 cm compared to the hydrophilic cylinder, thus, decreased 

the impact force by dispersing pressure across the surface. 
 

The two different surfaces of the cylinders were investigated individually for their reactions when 

exposed to wave impact forces. Since P1 was the nearest to the free surface at 2 cm above water level, 

it was anticipated to have a higher pressure than other sensors.  
 

As the pressure distribution along the surface is not much for the hydrophilic surfaces, air gaps on the 

hydrophobic surfaces are fully covered with water, and no space for air to be trapped underwater 

drops. Hence, the low pressure for the hydrophobic case will not have a variation of pressure and 

pressure impact dynamics[31]. The jet flow produced during collision has a considerable magnitude 

and increases even more when hydrophobic coating are present on the surface [32] [22]. In addition 

to reducing impact force on the structures, hydrophobicity causes immediate jet flow separation, 

which reduces any subsequently applied forces resulting from the interaction of split jet flows. Hence 

water climbing toward surface elevation will be higher than in the hydrophilic case [24]. 
 

In the study, the height of water elevation or the amplitude of the water wave during the impact is 

related to the pressure distribution on the cylinder surface. When a water wave impacts a solid surface, 
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a1 1.548 s b1 1.487 s

a2 1.717 s b2 1.650 s

a3 1.892 s b3 1.828 s

a4 2.064 s b4 1.999 s

a5 2.233 s b5 2.168 s
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Figure 6. Snapshots of the water surface elevation profiles at different time steps for both cases 

uncoated cylinder and hydrophobic coated cylinder labelled as (a1-a5) and (b1-b5), respectively for 

the wave profile of 9cm Amplitude and Frequency of 0.7Hz. 
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it generates pressure distribution that varies along the surface, and the magnitude of pressure depends 

on the height of the water wave. 

 

In the study, pressure sensors were used and placed on the cylinder surface to measure the local 

pressure distribution during the impact. We also recorded videos of the wave impacts to visually 

analyze the behavior of the water wave and its interaction with the cylinder surface. 

 

Based on the results, the observation was that the water elevation or amplitude of the water wave was 

higher for the hydrophobic coated cylinder compared to the uncoated cylinder. It indicates that the 

pressure distribution was also higher for the hydrophobic coated cylinder. We attributed this to the 

hydrophobic nature of the surface, which repels water and reduces the impact force on the cylinder. 

This results in less jet flow separation and, hence more water climbing toward the surface elevation, 

resulting in higher water elevation and pressure distribution. 
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Figure 7. Wave Profile of 18cm Wave height and O.7Hz Frequency, The Impacting Pressure for 

both cases on all sensor’s region against Surface Elevation. 

 

Figure 7, the behavior of the two cylinders under wave pressures at different wave amplitude rises on 

their surfaces. The graph also illustrates the impact on both cylinders at the positions of all three 

sensors. As seen in Figure 7, the time taken for the collision on each cylinder differs due to their 

surface characteristics. The pressure impact on the cylinder is proportional to the cylinder’s surface 

elevation in both cases, at P1. However, the uncoated surface cylinders had more pressure than the 

latter case at the P1 impacting area since sensor P1 is closer to the water surface by 2cm above the 

water surface. 
 

The hydrophilic surface properties are considered to be smooth and tend to experience higher pressure 

than hydrophobic surfaces, as discussed by Güzel and Korkmaz in their study [33]. The study 

indicated that the maximum impact loads on the cylinders had pressure impact dynamics due to air 

entrapment on the surface. At P1, there will be no space for air entrapment for the hydrophobic 

cylinder, as water drops will take over the roughness of the surface instead of resting above the 

confined air. The absence of air dynamics in the impact region will result in neither pressure impact 

dynamics nor pressure variability in the hydrophobic cylinder [31] The area with the most impact 

pressure is dominated by more pressure due to the entrapped air [34]. Therefore, the hydrophilic 

surface will bear more pressure impact at a lower surface elevation than the hydrophobic surface for 

the first sensor. 
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The anticipated outcome to show pressure impacts on the hydrophobic cylinder is higher than that of 

the hydrophilic surface at P2. This phenomenon occurs because the availability of air around P2 is 

higher, as P2 is located 7cm above the Still Water Level (SWL). Thus, the residence of air bubbles 

on the surface of the hydrophobic cylinder will lead to water drops lying on top of the air on the 

grooved surface. As a result, more water will climb up the surface elevation in the case of a 

hydrophobic surface. The water rise is caused by the water drops when water creates a 90° contact 

angle on the surface, and the same water drops lie on top of the trapped air when the wave hits the 

surface. Hence, water drops cannot contact the cylinder's indented surface due to the trapped air under 

it [24]. Thus, in Figure 7, higher pressure is noted in the hydrophobic case because water drops never 

hit the indented surface but rather lay on top of the air where water rises toward the surface elevation. 

Hence, pressure distribution along the surface was present due to the air dynamic for the hydrophobic 

case, unlike in the hydrophilic case, where more stresses from the impact will concentrate more on 

the impact region. The pressure at P2 reduces as the amplitude surface elevation of the cylinder 

increases for both cases since the impact was happening farther away from the point of location 

toward the upper elevation, even though for the hydrophobic case pressure is still higher. 

 

In Figure 7, the graph shows that pressure tends to decrease as the amplitude surface elevation 

increases in both cases for sensor P3. The expected result of the Hydrophobic cylinder having more 

pressure than the hydrophilic cylinder is shown in Figure 7 and was obtained during the experiment 

at the third sensor P3. The higher pressure in the case of the coated cylinder is due to the enormous 

amount of air on the grooved surface of the coated cylinder. Hence, the water drop can lay 

perpendicular to the surface, allowing air entrapment. Air entrapment means the pressure distribution 

along the surface toward the surface elevation will be high. Unlike the uncoated cylinder, no pressure 

distribution occurs since the air dynamic, in this case, is non-existent, and thus, no water climbs 

toward the surface elevation. At P3, the sensor is 12cm above SWL, and the results showed more 

pressure for the Hydrophobic surface because of its unique property of repelling water. 

 

3.2. Global Surface Measurements 

 

Another measurement taken during the experiment involved a strain test on the surface of the 

cylinders, not just three pressure measurement points. This test measured the elasticity between the 

two cylinders by examining how the cylinder surface deformed under the acting forces. The strain 

sensor placed on the cylinder's forefront near Still Water Level (SWL) above the free surface 

measured strain. Figure 8 displays the strain data of the two cylinders under wave impact loads. 

 

Of the two cylinders, the one coated with hydrophobic material exhibited higher strain values 

compared to the uncoated hydrophilic cylinder. The graph shows five peak impacts in one second for 

each cylinder. Each wave impact on the cylinders of each cylinder is deformed distinctively in three 

peaks with assorted sizes in magnitude for the peak of the two cylinders. The hydrophobic coated 

cylinder deformed more compared to the uncoated cylinder. 

 

In the figure, the hydrophobic coated cylinder returns  temporarily  to  zero position,  contrasting  

with the hydrophilic cylinder due to the formation of two additional higher  peaks  compared  to  the  

latter case. This indicates that the coated cylinder has more deformability during the crash. Since the 

time for the uncoated cylinder to reach its original position at zero is higher than the coated cylinder, 

the surface elasticity may fail. Hence, permanent deformation may occur for the uncoated cylinder. 

 

It is observed in the figure that the hydrophobic coated cylinder's deformability is much higher than 

in the hydrophilic case. Specifically, the hydrophobic coated cylinder exhibited 15% higher strain 

values than the hydrophilic cylinder. This indicates that the hydrophobic coating enhances the 

cylinder's ability to deform under impact loads, which can be attributed to the coating's ability to trap 

more air on the surface, resulting in increased surface elasticity. This increased deformability can 
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have both positive and negative implications in real-world scenarios. On one hand, it may help absorb 

impact forces and reduce damage to the cylinder. On the other hand, it may increase the risk of 

permanent deformation or failure under severe impact loads. Further studies are needed to evaluate 

the trade-offs of using hydrophobic coatings in practical applications. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of structural deformation between hydrophobic uncoated cylinder. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

The study demonstrates that modifying the surface properties of offshore structures using 

hydrophobic material can reduce the impact of wave loads on them. Wave impact loads can cause 

damage, lower performance, and environmental issues on offshore structures. Hydrophobic coatings 

can increase the elasticity of solid surfaces, decreasing wave impact loads on offshore structures. The 

hydrophobic coating reduced the impact force by dispersing pressure across the surface and produced 

a better outcome by keeping the water off the surface and spreading the pressure evenly. The 

hydrophobic coating caused a water rise of at least 1.5 cm compared to the hydrophilic cylinder, thus, 

decreasing the impact force by dispersing pressure across the surface. The strain measurements 

showed that the hydrophobic coating led to higher strain readings, and the elastic modulus of the 

uncoated cylinder was more susceptible to failure. Hydrophobic coating has higher strain values by 

approximately 15% compared to the uncoated cylinder. The hydrophobic coating allowed for greater 

flexibility and strain recovery, making it more resilient to wave impacts. The hydrophobic coating 

enhances the cylinder's ability to deform under impact loads, which is attributable to the coating's 

ability to trap more air on the surface, resulting in increased surface elasticity. Hydrophobic coatings 

can reduce the influence of wave stresses, resulting in higher safety, lower maintenance costs, and 

better environmental protection of offshore constructions. We recommended conducting further tests 

at higher elevations to verify the findings near the Still Water Level. Further studies are needed to 

evaluate the reciprocations of using hydrophobic coatings in practical applications. It is essential to 

consider sources of uncertainty such as measurement uncertainty, sensor positioning, and variability 

in environmental conditions during the experiment. Thoughts, projections or ideas of the authors 

about cost and feasibility of hydrophobic coating may be inserted here. 
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